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Introduction

Traditional Psychological Skills Training (PST) has dominated athletes’ mental training
over the last thirty years[1]. There is a lack of empirical support for the efficacy of
traditional PST[2]. The mindfulness-based approach, as an alternative of the PST, has
been gaining more and more attention in the field of sport psychology.

Objective

In this study, researchers applied a mindfulness-based training approach, the
Mindfulness-Acceptance-Insight-Commitment (MAIC) developed by Chinese indigenous
sport psychologists[3], within Hong Kong elite athletes, and examined the effectiveness
of the MAIC on the athletes’ mindfulness level, acceptance level, commitment level, and
training performance.

Methodology

A multiple-baseline single case design was applied in this study. Ten Hong Kong
elite athletes, who were first exposed to mindfulness-based training, were recruited
from Hong Kong Sports Institute as the participants of this study. The study included
three phases (i.e., baseline phase, intervention phase and post-intervention phase).
Baseline phase lasted two weeks with no training, and four points data collections were
conducted for all participants with their mindfulness, acceptance, commitment and
training performance. Intervention phase lasted 3 weeks with training for all participants,
and 6 points data collections were conducted. Post-intervention phase lasted 2 weeks
with no training, and four points data collections were conducted.
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Results

Through Visual analysis and Non-Overlap of All Pairs (NAP) analysis[4-5], this study
indicated that:
(a) With regard to mindfulness level, the MAIC was demonstrated having medium
or strong effect (rescaled NAP values between .32 - 1.0) for eight athletes in the
intervention phase, and having medium or strong effect for seven athletes in the postintervention phase. The effect of the MAIC was demonstrated not significant (original
NAP values smaller than .50) for only two athletes in the intervention phase, and three
athletes in the post-intervention phase.
(b) With regard to acceptance level, the MAIC was demonstrated having medium or
strong effect for six athletes in the intervention phase, and having medium or strong
effect for eight athletes in the post-intervention phase. The effect of the MAIC was
demonstrated not significant for only four athletes in the intervention phase, and two
athletes in the post-intervention phase.
(c) With regard to commitment level, the MAIC was demonstrated having medium or
strong effect for all ten athletes in the intervention phase, and having medium or strong
effect for nine athletes in the post-intervention phase. The effect of the MAIC was
demonstrated not significant for only one athlete in the post-intervention phase.
(d) With regard to training performance, the MAIC was demonstrated having medium
or strong effect for nine athletes in the intervention phase, and having medium or strong
effect for nine athletes in the post-intervention phase. The effect of the MAIC was
demonstrated not significant for only one athlete in the intervention phase, and the postintervention phase, respectively.
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Examples of data analysis:

Conclusions
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The MAIC training program has integrated the Mindfulness-Acceptance-Commitment
(MAC)[2] training approach with the Chinese concept of heart, insight from Zen Buddhism,
the concept of socially oriented values, and acceptance-based adversity coping[6]. This
study applied the MAIC among Hong Kong elite athletes, and the finds demonstrated
the effectiveness of the MAIC on mindfulness, acceptance, commitment, and training
performance. In addition, the Hong Kong Wushu team’s psychological preparation with
the MAIC for the 13 Wushu World Championship has also revealed elite Wushu athletes
can benefit from the MAIC for their training, psychological wellbeing, and even their
competitions[7]. Therefore, it is worth to recommend the MAIC to all the athletes of Hong
Kong. Moreover, we also welcome more Chinese researchers to apply the MAIC in their
practice and researches to evaluate the effectiveness of the MAIC further.
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